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Abstract: We propose a case study on hardware-level virtualisation of C-RAN BBUs and optical
flex-grid OFDM transponders, showing cost savings of integrating fixed and mobile network devices
in a realistic converged network scenario.
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1.

Introduction

Traditional radio-access networks (RAN) are evolving towards cloud-RAN (CRAN) by pushing the digital baseband
units (BBUs) far way from (up to 40 km for latency requirements) their remote radio heads (RRHs) towards a cloudbased BBU pool [1, 2]. At the same time, there has been a recent push towards consolidating the network by merging
the access and metro transport network through optical access technologies with longer reach (40 km and above) to
reduce cost and power consumption [3]. However, this trend becomes questionable in the context of C-RAN. This is
because longer reach fiber-based access [3] may conflict with the strict latency requirements of C-RAN. Furthermore,
there is also a trend towards flex-grid optical transport networks to handle the interconnection between BBU clouds
[2]. With these technology trends in view, this paper proposes a network architecture that combines the concepts of
metro/access node consolidation, C-RAN and flex-grid transmission. The architecture is shown in Fig. 1, where a longreach access network directly serves an optical OFDM-based flex-grid core network that has consolidated metro-core
central offices (MCCO). Note that the MCCO will only house those BBUs for which the RRHs are within 40 km of
the MCCO. For all other RRHs, the corresponding BBUs will be housed in the remote node (RN): these remote nodes
housing BBUs are called active remote nodes (ARN).
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Fig. 1. Network Architecture.

Fig. 2. MCCO Architecture (Uplink).

When we place some of the BBUs in the MCCO, we can go a step further and integrate some of the hardware
functionalities of the BBU pool and the OFDM optical transponders in the MCCO using hardware-level virtualisation.
Therefore, the MCCO can house programmable general purpose processors (GPPs) running common processing units
[5] of the BBU pool and flex-grid transponder pools, and other standalone functions on application specific integrated
circuits (ASICs) which can coordinate with each other to perform all the hardware functions of the BBU pool and
the optical transponder pools. Figure 2 depicts functional blocks of the MCCO, with yellow blocks being the GPPimplemented blocks and the pink blocks being the ASIC-implemented blocks. This hardware-level virtualisation can
reduce hardware complexities and lead to CapEx reduction.
The motivation for such an architecture comes from the concept of network function virtualisation (NFV). By
facilitating the network functions to run on distributed hardware, NFV allows the hardware itself to be used in a timeshared manner for multiple device-level functions. In fact, hardware-level virtualisation of optical transponders has

been recently reported in [4]. The main contributions of this paper are: (a) A modified C-RAN architecture with colocation of some BBUs all the way in the MCCOs with flex-grid transponders; and (b) cost optimisation of hardwarelevel virtualisation, to study how the CapEx is affected by integrating BBUs and transponders in the MCCO.
The first-stage optimisation problem uses the location of the RNs (with the RRHs connected to them) and optimally
places the MCCOs that serve all the RNs, minimising fiber costs. The second stage then integrates the BBUs for the
nearer RRHs with the optical transponders in the MCCO and solves a traffic engineering problem that efficiently (minimising spectrum and cost) maps the mobile traffic to the optical channels corresponding to two types of transponders:
(1) integrated with BBUs and (2) non-integrated (Fig. 2). Our results show that there are significant CapEx savings by
having MCCO-integrateable BBUs.
2.

Problem Description and Formulation

The first stage problem of placing the optical nodes and determining the topology is solved according to models
described in [6, 7]. With the inputs from the first stage solutions we identify the set Si , the set of RNs which are within
30 km of the ith MCCO. We then solve a multi-layer (mapping traffic flows to optical channels and optical channels to
physical fibers) optimisation problem, the output of which gives: (a) A minimised cost of transponders in the network,
(b) the set of transponders and their bandwidth that can be integrated and cannot be integrated with the BBUs in the
MCCO, and (c) A virtual topology in terms of routing and capacity assignment on top of the physical core network
topology. The complete integer linear program (ILP) is described in Tables 1 and 2. The objective function minimises
the total cost of transponders. Constraints (1)-(2) are flow conservation and virtual topology assignment constraints
that map the traffic flow on optical channels or lightpaths and the lightpaths on the physical links. Constraints (3)-(4)
count the number of integrateable transponder ports. Constraint (5) ensures all the integrateable transponder ports in a
node should match in terms of their capacities with the total capacities of all the integrateable BBUs. Constraints (6)
and (7) are the logical and physical capacity constraints respectively.
Table 1. Variables and Constants

- Si : Set of intermediate COs which are within 30 km of
a core node, for each node i.
- NSi : Number of RRHs served by the RNs in Si .
- degi : Nodal degree of node i.
- r: Sustained data rate per RRH.
- N , E: Set of nodes and edges, respectively, in the network.
(t)
- xijk : Variable denoting a lightpath from node i to node
j of rate Rk supporting traffic from type-t BBUs.
sd(t)
- fij : Traffic flow from source node s to destination
node d, employing the lightpath from node i to node j
for traffic originating from type-t BBUs.
- F GB: Filter guard band, in GHz.
- Fmn : Number of fibers on link (m, n).

- BW , BWk : Capacity of each fiber and spectrum required to support data rate Rk , respectively.
(t)
- Λsd : Traffic demand aggregated from type-t-BBUs
from node s to node d [t = 1: MCCO-BBUs; t = 2:
ARN-BBUs].
k
k
- CIN
T , CN IN T : Unit costs of a transponders of rate Rk
that can be integrated or not integrated with a MCCO
BBU, respectively.
s
d
- Tik
, Tjk
: Variables which counts the number of
transponder ports in source node s and destination node
d at rate Rk .
ijk(t)
-Pmn : Variable denoting whether the lightpath from
nodes i to j at rate Rk , is routed through fiber link (m, n)
for type-t traffic.

Table 2. Complete ILP Formulation
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Results and Discussion

We run our optimisations in CPLEX with 1121 RN positions obtained from a real dataset for Ireland obtained from
a service provider. The dataset consists of geographical locations of the RNs along with the number of customers
they serve. The RNs are served by 18 MCCOs and each of these MCCOs are connected in a mesh topology with 29

bi-directional links generated using models in [7]. We assume 3 types of optical-OFDM transponders (100G, 400G,
and 1000G) each occupying a spectrum of 50, 75, and 175 GHz and relative cost of 1.44, 1.76, and 2 units respectively
(assuming that technology enhancement by 2018 will enable such volume discount)[8]. The total fiber spectrum is
assumed to be 4000 GHz (12.5 GHz ×320 slots) and the filter guard band F GB to be 12.5 GHz. The sustained
data rate per RRH is assumed to be 50 Mbps and 100 Mbps for two reference cases of traffic volumes. The traffic is
aggregated for all RRHs served by MCCO node i and then the inter-nodal traffic matrix is generated using the gravity
model [9]. We also test our model with different values of discount obtained due to integration of BBUs with MCCO
transponders, from 10% to 50%. The results are presented in Figs. 3 and 4 which plot the CapEx normalised to the
transponder cost units and CapEx savings, respectively, with different discounts due to MCCO integration compared
to the benchmark case with no BBUs in the MCCO. We can observe from Fig. 3, as expected, that the overall CapEx
decreases starting from the benchmark case where no BBUs are put in the MCCO to the cases where BBUs are
integrated in the MCCO with different discount values. The slope of the CapEx is steeper with higher traffic volume
(i.e., with 100 Mbps per RRH). Fig. 4 shows the percentage savings in CapEx over the benchmark case (all BBUs in
ARN) and we find that the CapEx savings have heavy dependency on the discounts obtained by integrating BBUs with
optical OFDM transponders.
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Fig. 3. CapEx for different cases.
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Fig. 4. CapEx Savings by putting BBUs in MCCO compared to
benchmark case of all BBUs in ARN.

While it is evident that the percentage of BBUs that can be placed in the MCCOs is small (7.5% in our case
study, obtained from the first-stage optimisation), these BBUs mostly correspond to very dense urban RRHs and the
aggregated traffic they serve is higher in percentage compared to the percentage of BBUs (19% of overall traffic for
our case). Therefore, integrating these BBUs with the flex-grid transponders can save up to 16% of overall CapEx.
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